


TILT Performance Group proudly presents: The TILTed Treasures Series
Screening TILT’s past Performances



Game Night with TILT: A TILT Treasure
Streaming online March 13th - March 27th, 2021

Shining on Screen:
The Orange Piece: Blake Common The White Piece: Sam McDonald

The Green Piece: Vineet Desha The Yellow Piece: Nano Boye Nagle

The Pink Piece: Dayanara Garcia The Purple Piece: Heather Ross

The Blue Piece: Gabriella Hall The Red Piece: Jarrett Suhr



Meet the Production Team:
Artistic Director: Adam Roberts

Graphic Designer: Scott Ferguson
Media Editor: Dave Hawks

Game Night with TILT: A TILT Treasure
Streaming online March 13th - March 27th, 2021



It’s all fun and games at
Game night with tilt!

★ TELEPHONE
★ HIDE AND SEEK 
★ TILTED MATCH UP
★ TILTED LIB
★ HOT POTATO
★ I WENT TO THE THEATER AND I TOOK
★ DEAD ACTORS
★ CONDUCTOR
★ WHOSE LINE IS IT ANYWAY?
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Don’t forget to 
purchase tickets!
Head to 
tiltperformance.org 
and purchase your 
tickets now!

Help us bring more 
magic to all audiences 
this season!



Let the games begin with TILTed Trivia Time:

What is the longest running game
Show in history?



Let the games begin with TILTed Trivia Time:

What is the longest running game
Show in history?

THE PRICE IS RIGHT! 
Originally airing in 1956, Bob Barker 
revived the show in 1972! 





What critics are saying about TILT:

“I settle in and quickly found 
myself in awe of the passion, 
dedication, and talent put forth 
by a wholly inspirational cast.”

Shanon Weaver

The Austin Chronicle

“The work they create...is a vital part 
of an important national 
conversation, and there is nothing 
else like it on the Austin stage.”

Emily Quigley

Austin American-Statesman 

 

“Tilt Performance Company was a 
fun romp of a show with a lot of 
heart and a fantastic message that 
is great for audiences of all ages.”

Addison McKissack

Broadway World





Raise a glass to our 
Sustaining Members!

ADAM ROBERTS • AMY & AUSTIN TARVER • ANONYMOUS • 
ANTHONY HOPE • AUSTIN YOUTH FITNESS • BETSY 
FROST • ERIN TARVER • GAIL DALRYMPLE • JAMES 

BURNSIDE • JANE NEWCHURCH • JODY SCALPATI • JOE 
CARR • JOHN & ELIZABETH TARVER • KYLE FERGUSON • 

LAURA RICHARDSON & GEOFF RIDDLE • LUCY 
MILLER-DOWNING • LYNDA FROST & DENNIS BOREL • 

MAGGI JOSEPH • MELANIE JOHNSTON • RHANDA LUNA • 
SALLY FUSSELL • SHERRI UNDERBRINK • SUSAN JOY 
PARKER • SUSIE ANGEL & JUAN MUNOZ • THERESE 

RUFFING & JOHN BLINN

As of 2/11/2021

BECOME A SUSTAINING MEMBER 
FOR $10 PER MONTH!

TILTPERFORMANCE.ORG





TILT envisions a Central Texas where people 
with disabilities flourish as artists through our 

mission to shatter disability stereotypes 
through inclusive theatre. We work toward this 

mission guided by our values of inclusive 
theatre, artistic originality, meaningful 

employment, impactful education, strategic 
collaborations and fun!





TILTed Trivia Time:

Where is the international Hide and Seek 
competition held?



TILTed Trivia Time:

Where is the international Hide and Seek 
competition held?

Italy! With 70 teams from 
11 countries! Wow!





When we produced Game Night with TILT in February 2020, we had no idea that Austin would be shrouded in a pandemic lockdown a mere 
month later. A certain irony emerges when one considers that the fun of a game night —  filled with antics, laughter, and the most audience 

interaction that a TILT show has ever included — would mark the beginning of the darkest stretch of time that many of us have experienced in 
our lives. But isn’t that what we do in the theatre? We mark moments. And oftentimes, these moments feel ironic, juxtaposed as they are: the 

silly with the sorrowful, the frivolous with the powerful, and the fantastical with the concrete.

And here we find ourselves, one year later. As we look with hope toward the promise of public health measures taken to quell COVID-19, It 
feels like the perfect time to relive an evening of fun and games. If only for 75 minutes, it’s our hope that experiencing the festivities of our 
Game Night once more — or, if you missed our in-person production last year, reliving it again — will add some brightness to our collective 
lives. The show even won a special B. Iden Payne Award for Outstanding Interactive Experience of 2020, so we’ve put our heads together to 

make this, our first TILT Treasure, as interactive and special as possible.

Thanks for joining us tonight, and remember: play by the rules (…or don’t… creativity always wins at TILT!).

Amy Tarver
Executive Director

Adam Roberts
Producing Artistic

Director



ADVERTISE IN OUR VIRTUAL PLAYBILL
Program Advertisements:

❏ Full-Page Ad - $500

❏ Half-Page Ad - $250

❏ Quarter-Page Ad - $125

info@tiltperformance.org



TILT thanks our sponsors for their 
support of our mission:

To shatter disability stereotypes 
through inclusive theatre.

The Cipione Family 
Foundation



Support TILT year-round 
by donating to TILT 

through Amazon Smile! 
★ Navigate to smile.amazon.com
★ Select TILT as your supporting 

charity
★ TILT will receive a percentage 

from Amazon for your purchases

It’s that easy!
Not Sorry!





Enjoy the 
show!


